Summary. In this paper we introduce a range of probabilistic models for the numbers and sizes of follicles found in the ovaries of infant rats before the first ovulation. Our aim is thus to generate hypotheses for possible further development ; we are not yet in a position to compute reliable estimates for well-proven models. Some key concepts in the modelling problem are (i) the distribution governing the times at which individual follicles become observable in the ovaries ; (ii) the ways in which follicles are lost to observation with the passage of time ; (iii) the distribution of initial sizes of follicles and their modes of growth.
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Some assumptions are necessary to give a manageable analysis and the most important that we have made is that follicles are generated (and grow) independently of one another. To reduce the considerable computing problems, we also make some more specific assumptions about the distributions of follicular generation times, times to atresia and rates of growth. This report is concerned with the modelling of follicular numbers, but additional data on follicular sizes may be handled coherently within the same overall approach.
We consider three forms of model for folliculogenesis, based on negative exponential and second and third-order Gamma probability densities for follicular generation times with, in all cases, a displaced negative exponential density for the time from generation to atresia. The negative exponential model seems to be the most satisfactory, as well as the simplest. Estimates of parameters are given, but there is a partial indeterminacy in the estimation of the initial total number of follicles and the folliculogenesis rate parameter, and the atretic rate parameter has had to be restricted from taking excessively high values. Both of these difficulties should disappear, and all the estimates may change, when the full analysis of follicular numbers and growth rates is made simultaneously. In this event, a desirable refinement would be to allow the initial total number of follicles to vary between rats as a distributed parameter : a rough argument given in our paper then yields a simple estimate of the coefficient of variation. Clearly, the numerical estimations reported here must be regarded as provisional, pending the outcome of a comprehensive analysis. However The total expected numbers observed at time t aged < w are given by and the probability that a follicle randomly chosen from the initial effective population is observable at time t is given by Dp(t), say, where t' = t-t o being the maximum possible age of a follicle observed at time t. The full explicit formula for E(t' It) is derived in the Appendix (A1). We now suppose that the numbers seen in any given rat at age t are binomially distributed with number of trials N = total number in the pool initially and probability of being observed = Dp(t) as given above. We may use this formulation to construct a x 2 -type statistic X 2 given by where O ij = total observed numbers in the jth of the n i rats examined at the ith of the k age-dates t ...... t k ; note that to obtain a valid x 2 statistic it is necessary to sum over an exhaustive set of groups and therefore the contributions to x 2 from the numbers N -O;; of unobserved follicles and the corresponding probabilities 1 -Dp(ti) must also be included. However, it is encouraging that for the p = 1 runs (and for these only) the discrepancies of the fitted from the average observed figures are in general no greater than the typical variations seen between rats of the same age.
For each of the analyses tabulated we also indicate, in the lines labelled R and F, how the rates at which follicles leave the pool, and the proportions of follicles left in the pool, vary with time as estimated in the different models. For the pth order Gamma distribution of the time (measuring from to) at which follicles leave the pool, the instantaneous rate, R say, of leaving the pool at time t is given by Nfp(t 1?,, to) where fp(t !, to) is given in equation (3.1). Correspondingly, the expected proportion, F say, of the total initial numbers still left in the pool at time t is given by integration of (3.1) as Comparing first the analyses 1a and 16, we see that the estimated rates are very similar, differing by less than two follicles per day at the ages observed. However, the proportion of follicles left in the pool is consistently higher for la, due to the lower estimate of and higher estimate of N than in 16. A similar relationship exists between the results in 2a and those in 2b. This tendency for N and À to compensate each other in this way presumably arises because the observed numbers effectively determine the rates (which essentially relate to Na) at which follicles leave the pool more closely than they do the proportions of the initial population which are left in the pool at 24 days. These estimated proportions thus vary by a factor of more than three to one, from 0.477 in run la to 0.155 in 3b. Put otherwise, the mean delay time in terms of age, i.e. from time t = 0, is estimated as 27-30 days for p = 1, [16] [17] [18] [19] 
